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ABSTRACT 

Dynamic player-centric adaptation continues being a challenge for software applications and, in particular, in video 
games. The paper presents a dynamic adjustment of difficulty and visual effects in a car driving 3D video game based on 
changes of both the player performance (outcomes) shown within the game session and, on the other hand, the player 
arousal (excitement) recognized by a special, free game component. The component is applied for estimation of arousal 
inferred by the electrodermal activity of an individual player measured by a cheap custom device. The paper proposes a 
simple model for keeping the player in flow while adjusting dynamically both task difficulty and game visual effects, 
providing a better immersion, challenge, and tension. The presented initial results are statistically significant and answer 
positively to the main research question of the study: does the adaptive version of the game provide a better gaming 
experience than the non-adaptive one? 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the game industry has been one of the fastest growing in the area of entertainment. Video 
games are engaging, amusing and exciting (Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2015). They are everywhere around us 
and their popularity grows every day. Video game applications go beyond entertainment and they are used 
successfully also in the areas of psychology, education, neuroscience, medicine, etc. (Murphy et al., 2013). 

Due to the great competition among game developers, they are increasingly challenged to make their 
games attractive, engaging, and useful, by improving the user experience of players. According to 
Csikszentmihalyi (1997) games are successful if they invoke positive emotions and immersion. The audience 
of a game should be as big as possible and it has to cover different type of players. Usually, keeping the 
attention of different type of players is achieved by adjusting/changing of the level of difficulty, game 
mechanics, game story or speed depending on shown player’s results (Bontchev, 2016) or player’s 

biofeedback (Bersak et al., 2001). Adapting a game depending on physiological data of players is a relatively 
new approach used in affective video games. Affective video games use physiological signals in order to 
recognize emotional excitement of players and to adapt the gameplay based on it (Fairclough, 2009; 
Kivikangas et al., 2011). The adaptation mechanisms are based either on player’s performance, or on  player’s 

physiological signals, but not on both of them. Therefore, new adaptive models combining player’s 

performance with emotional status recognized by means of player’s physiological data may provide a better 

gaming experience including flow, immersion, tension, challenges, and competence and, hence, an enhanced 
overall playability. 

The paper presents a study of a dynamic player-centric adaptation of both task difficulty and visual 
effects in a car driving video game. In contrast to other affective games (Bontchev, 2016), here we apply a 
new way of dynamic adjustment of difficulty and visual effects, which is based on changes of both player 
outcomes shown within the game session and player arousal. The last is inferred by a special, free game 
component named Real-Time Excitement Recognizer and developed in the scope of the RAGE (Realising an 
Applied Gaming Eco-System) H2020 research project. The component is applied for estimation of arousal 
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(excitement) inferred by the electrodermal activity of an individual player measured by a cheap custom 
device. The paper proposes a simple model for keeping the player in flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997) while 
adjusting dynamically both task difficulty and game visual effects, on the base of player performance and 
achieved general arousal. It explains how the model is applied to the car driving affective video game and, as 
well, the experimental setup and the procedure of playing the game and filling a post-game questionnaire 
about the gaming experience. Next, it presents some initial results answering positively to the main research 
question of the study: does the adaptive version of the game provide a better gaming experience than the 

non-adaptive one? The final section of the paper provides some conclusions about the experimental results 
and directions for future works. 

2. BACKGROUND 

The section briefly outlines the methods of using player-centric adaptation in affective video games and 
presents the previous works of the authors applying a software component for real-time excitement 
recognition. 

2.1 Player-centric Adaptation in Affective Video Games 

Physiological computing systems capture various types of responses of the central and peripheral human 
nervous system and apply them for dynamic adaptation of the software application (Fairclough, 2009). The 
term affective feedback was coined by Bersak et al. (2001) by imposing the idea for “an active intelligent 

participant in the biofeedback loop”. The affective (or biocybernetic) loop applies physiological adaptation 
mechanisms in order to “augment human-computer interaction by interpreting human behaviour via 

physiological responses” (Muñoz et al., 2017). The loop provides an adaptation of software systems or 
hardware devices by means of a negative or positive feedback control. When applied in affective video 
games, it keeps player’s arousal or emotions near the optimal, safe level of performance effectiveness and, 
thus, leads to a stable gameplay (Fairclough, 2009). On the other hand, positive physiological feedback 
control enlarges the difference between the measured psychophysiological input and the desired player 
performance, i.e. the desired anxiety level (Rani et al., 2005) or the level of player’s emotion (Lindley & 
Sennersten, 2006) is steadily increased for reaching greater performance and pleasure. Physiological 
responses were applied to adapt dynamically the game for maintaining the player in an optimal status of 
enjoyment (Tognetti et al., 2010). 

Affective video games apply measurements of physiological or neural signals for recognizing player’s 

emotional states and, hence, for adapting the gameplay in of more exciting ways (Kivikangas et al., 2011). 
They apply the affective loop for implementation of three main types of gameplay adaptation, as summarized 
by Novak et al. (2012):  

(1) adaptive automation of tasks with possible provision of automated assistance – according to Murphy 
et al. (2013), game tasks can be: explicit - e.g., objectives, goals, and missions posed to the player; 
implicit - not explicitly stated but expected to be fulfilled; player-driven tasks - created by the player; 

(2) adjustment of game difficulty level (referred as dynamic difficulty adjustment, or DDA) for 
appropriate balancing challenge with player skills in three ways (Chang, 2013): by means of 
automatic level generation, modification of artificial intelligence, or adjusting level content; 

(3) adaptation of audio-visual effects such as ambient light (Bontchev & Vassileva, 2017).  
In last two decades, various dynamic models of player behavior were proposed using tracking and 

monitoring of player interactions either for recognition of player’s emotions or for inducing desired emotions 
during gameplay. A review on adaptation models, mechanisms and practices used in affective video games 
including ways of their application, types of measured signals and their features, details about biofeedback 
devices, emotions/arousal recognized through classification or estimation, experimental validation using 
questionnaires or interviews, and assessment of outcomes and impact of the affect-based adaptation in 14 
video games can be found in (Bontchev, 2016). 
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2.2 The RAGE Real-Time Excitement Recognizer 

Within the scope of the RAGE project, the authors designed and developed a software component for real-
time arousal (i.e., excitement) detection based on measuring electro-dermal activity (EDA), also known as 
skin conductance response (SCR), and skin conductance level (SCL) (Kivikangas et al., 2011). EDA is 
related to the activity of the sweat glands, which are regulated by the sympathetic nervous system. It is 
measured by a particular player in order to produce some real-time signal features. The level of arousal may 
be useful for emotion detection and for adaptation purposes. 

The software component receives a filtered and coded signal from an advanced, custom built, compact 
biofeedback device, developed in the scope of the RAGE project and named Galvanic Skin Response Meter. 
It is powered by a risk-based microcontroller system and allows measurements with sampling rate set by 
control system from 0.4Hz up to 800Hz. The applied output voltage is less than 3.9V according to human 
electrical safety (Dorr, D., 2009). The range of measurements is from 0.488 µS up to 35µS. Its precision class 
is 1%. For client convenience, the Galvanic Skin Meter is powered by the same data connection through the 
USB port, and the consumption power is less than 500mW. The device has a very compact size 
(90х50х15mm) and a weight only 60g (figure 1). Human galvanic measurements are carried out with two 
electrodes placed on two adjacent fingers. 

 

 
Figure 1. A view of the Galvanic Skin Meter 

Recording, filtering and feature extraction might be executed on a computer (server) different from the 
game machine, in order to speed up all the required processing. The results are communicated from the 
server-side to the client component in order to be used for game adaptation. A calibration period is used for 
measuring the SCL baseline, which will be subtracted from the SCL level for normalizing it. The baseline 
determined during the calibration period implying total rest of the user sets the zero tonic arousal level. In the 
same way, the zero phasic arousal level is set by the SCR features measured during the calibration period. 
After the calibration period (set by the developer), the component produces several metrics featuring user 
arousal based on the EDA signal, namely: 

• Current level of phasic user arousal measured in N levels, i.e. from 0 to N-1, where N is  
user-defined and has a default value (the level is indicated by the area under the curve of the filtered 
EDA signal within the time window using a sampling rate chosen by the user of the component). 
The user arousal level is determined after the first time window is expired and is based on statistical 
analysis of human EDA signals, thus, the accuracy is based on statistically significant data. With 
collecting more data from given user, the component starts providing more accurate data; 

• Current level of tonic arousal measured in N levels, i.e. from 0 to N-1, where N is user-defined and 
has a default value (the level is indicated by the mean amplitude of the tonic component of the 
signal within the time window and using a sampling rate chosen by the component user); 

• Current level of general arousal measured in N levels, together with real-time features of EDA 
signal measured from particular player such as: phasic activity represented by mean and maximum 
amplitude of skin conductance response (all in micro-siemens), rate of phasic activity (response 
peaks/sec), SCR rise time, SCR 1/2 recovery time, mean tonic activity level, and slope of tonic 
activity (in micro-siemens/sec). 
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The Real-Time Excitement Recognizer game component has been used in the scope of the ADAPTIMES 
project. The component was applied for estimation of excitement (arousal) inferred by measuring 
electrodermal activity of an individual player and used together with emotions recognized through facial 
expression analysis, for a dynamic player-centric adaptation of both game difficulty and some visual effects 
(Bontchev & Vassileva, 2016) and for recognition of playing styles (Bontchev & Georgieva, 2018), within an 
action-adventure video game. The conducted experiments found statistically significant correlations between 
emotional arousal states from one side and from another side game engagement, current player emotions, and 
gameplay metrics. As well, affectively adaptive gameplay was proven to bring better distribution normality 
and to increase task’s efficiency and difficulty with a statistically significant effect and, on the other hand, to 
reduce game session time and relative time for performing a single task (Bontchev & Vassileva, 2017). 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

This section explains the experimental setup including a car driving video game applying the RAGE  
real-time excitement recognizer, the adaptation methods based on player excitement and outcomes, and the 
experimental procedure. 

3.1 The Car Driving Video Game 

Tognetti et al. (2010) applied physiological responses to adapt dynamically a car racing game for maintaining 
the player in an optimal status of enjoyment. In contrast to that research, we applied the RAGE real-time 
excitement recognizer for adapting a cost-free car racing video game for analyzing and testing benefits of 
player-centric adaptation based on both player arousal and game outcomes. The goal of this game is from one 
hand to be used as a car simulator and from another hand to be used for an improvement of the driving skills 
of players in a more effective, easier and faster way. Therefore, both the car and the environment of our game 
have to be as possible as realistic and to represent an adequate representation of real-world scenarios (figure 
1). Moreover, it has to be able to detect progress and regression of driving skills of players and to take 
appropriate action in order to help them improve their achievements (related to learning/improving driving 
skills). 
 

      
Figure 2. Views of the game prototype – driving in good weather (left) and in a foggy, rainy day (right) 

For these reasons, the game was developed by the authors of the paper on the base of an existing video 
game of car simulator available at GitHub1. The existing game was re-designed by adding to it necessary 
gauging tools, gadgets, and as well as, availability of different weather conditions, and implementation of 
adaptability based on player performance and arousal. Hereby, it provides a fascinating first-person car 
driving simulation with maneuvering on a road with various types of curves, through attracting and realistic 
terrains. It increases player motivation and fun by visualization of extra tools like a speedometer and trip 
counter, by playing amazing sounds (of the motor, of each collision, etc.), and by driving under different 
weather conditions such as fog, rain, and nightfall. 

The learning goal applied in the game is players to develop best skills for driving the car achieving at the 
same time a maximal velocity and a minimum number of collisions at different road scenarios and weather 
                                                
1 https://github.com/rostrage/CarSimulator 
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conditions. Under collision, it is understood every exit from the road and hitting on the fence guard or on 
another object. Each collision is characterized by an impact measured on a basis of the current velocity and 
the angle between the car and the hit object. The higher speed and greater angle lead to greater impact that 
simulates the degree of the damage in a real-life situation. 

The game registers a metric for the overall player performance (OPP) and logs its value at every second. 
It evaluates this metric depending on the current impact of collisions and achieving average speed, according 
to the following formula:  

(1) OPP = Vavg / (Inormalized + 1),  
where Vavg is the average velocity for a time window of 10 seconds and Inormalized is the average normalized 
impact of collisions calculated following the formula:  

(2) Inormalized = SUM(V * |sin(α)|) / Ncoll / Iavg, 
where V is the car velocity at the moment of collision, α is the angle between the car direction and the hit 
body, Ncoll is the number of collisions for the time window, and Iavg is the average impact value for the game. 

Together with the player’s excitement (arousal) inferred by the RAGE component, OPP is applied for 
controlling the adaptation process. 

3.2 Adaptation Methods based on both the Player Excitement and Outcome 

With respect of three possible value levels of individual outcome (i.e., OPP) and excitement (i.e., arousal) – 
low (from 0% up to a threshold of 33% of the maximal value), medium (with thresholds of 34% - 67%), and 
high (with thresholds of 68% - 100%) – we have six possible cases: 

1. Medium or high outcome and high excitement – at such a moment, the player does the task very 
well, therefore, nothing should be changed; 

2. High outcome and low/medium excitement – a situation demonstrating the gameplay has become 
boring to the player – he/she is fulfilling very well the task but without fun and engagement. 
Therefore, the task difficulty should increase; 

3. Low outcome and medium/high excitement – shows that the player cannot meet the game 
requirements and, most probably, is being under stress. The arousal provides no emotional valence 
(Bontchev, 2016), however, the low outcome proves the impossible way to meet the game 
challenge, thus, the task difficulty should decrease; 

4. Low outcome and low excitement – this could happen when the player is at the beginning of the task 
and yet will start playing seriously, or after a moment of collision. Therefore, task difficulty should 
be kept low; 

5. Medium outcome and low excitement – reveals the player´s performance goes higher than the 
excitement; therefore, the task difficulty should increase with Δd up to Dmax; 

6. Medium outcome and medium excitement – the situation is typical for players gathering more skills 
in task execution. Nothing should be changed. 

Table 1. Dynamic adaptation control of task difficulty according to player outcome and arousal 

Outcome Arousal Difficulty 
Medium/High High Not changed 
High 
Low 

Low/Medium 
Medium/High 

Increased  with Δd up to Dmax 
Decreased with Δd up to Dmin 

Low Low Decreased with Δd up to Dmin 
Medium Low Increased  with Δd up to Dmax 
Medium Low/Medium Not changed 

 
Table 1 represents the dynamic dependency of the task difficulty on both the player outcome and arousal. 

The game difficulty has a maximal value denoted Dmax and a minimum given as Dmin. Each adaptable game 
level starts with task difficulty equal to Dmin for the level. The task difficulty cannot be greater than Dmax and 
depends on three adjustable game mechanics:  

1. fog density – at driving in fog;  
2. road slipperiness – at driving in rain;  
3. light intensity – at driving at nightfall.  
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In this way, current task difficulty can be changed by a constant amount of ±Δd until reaching Dmax or 
Dmin. The change ±Δd is implemented by a linear increment/decrement of the current values of the three 

game mechanics given over.  
During the initial experiments, we found the task difficulty may fluctuate (i.e., may change several times 

up and down) when the conditions alternatively change. In order to avoid such fluctuations, we applied a 
hysteresis for the threshold-based control applying ±10% of the thresholds of 33% (low-middle) and 67% 
(middle-high). 

3.3 Experimental Procedure 

For conducting the practical experiment, the game was built for the Windows platform as a desktop 
executable connected to the RAGE component through a simple socket interface and including all the drivers 
and libraries needed for the EDA measuring device. The game included three driving tours on the same road 
(through a generated terrain): 

 Level 1: a non-adaptive tour (i.e., without any player-centric adaptivity), with best driving 
conditions – applied for calibration of the RAGE component thanks to the fact the player starts with 
the game and might demonstrate various levels of arousal; 

 Level 2: an adaptive tour through a foggy weather – the dynamic difficulty of driving is adjusted 
according to player outcome and arousal, by changing the fog density and the illumination at 
nightfall; 

 Level 3: an adaptive tour through a foggy and rainy weather – the dynamic difficulty of driving is 
adjusted according to player outcome and arousal, by changing the fog density and the road friction 
in the rain. 

For the practical experiment, we used a gamer laptop gamer laptop with 15" LCD using a Logitech 
wireless mouse and the Galvanic Skin Meter device. The electrodes were placed at the palmar and 
hypothenar eminences of the middle and ring fingers of the player’s non-dominant hand. To avoid pressure 
artifacts, participants were instructed not to use these fingers while playing. The participation was entirely 
anonymous and voluntary. After an individual explanation about the experiment, short demonstration and a 
procedure of informed consent, each participant was asked to spend 2 minutes in relaxation, with the 
electrodes placed on his/her fingers, while listening to calm music and watching playing instructions. Next, 
he/she played one game session through the three levels of the game, unrestricted in time, with logging the 
playing time, outcome and arousal once per second. The calibration period for the EDA measuring device 
was finished at the end of the first (non-adaptable) level of the game. Each higher game level proposed a 
higher difficulty compared to the previous one. Only within the first level, the game difficulty was not 
adjustable and depended only on the curves of the road. The difficulty of the next levels was changing on 
outcome and arousal of the particular player. After the game session, the player was asked to fulfil the 
reduced Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) questionnaire (Nacke, 2009) asking 36 questions (translated 
in Bulgarian) about competence, immersion, flow, tension, challenge, and positive/negative affect felt by the 
player in both the non-adaptable and adaptable version of the car driving game. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The section outlines some of the initial results of a case study exploring the dynamic player-centric 
adaptation of both task difficulty and visual effects in a car driving video game, based on both player´s 
performance (outcomes) and player´s arousal inferred on the electrodermal activity of the skin. Nine 
volunteers (5 men and 4 women, at average aged 29.22 years) participated the experiment following the 
procedure described over.  

Figure 3 presents charts of dynamic changes of player´s OPP, player´s arousal and game difficulty trend 
for the adaptive game version, i.e. for the second and the third driving tour. The positive difficulty trend 
means an adaptation control striving to increase the difficulty up to Dmax, while the negative difficulty trend 
stands for and decreasing the difficulty up to the minimum Dmin. After reaching the minimum/maximum 
value of difficulty, the adaptation control stops decreasing/increasing the difficulty according to the Table 1 
in order to provide a better flow and immersion of the gameplay. 
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Figure 3. Charts of OPP, arousal and difficulty trend for the adaptive game version 

After each game session, the participant was asked to answer the 36 questions the GEQ questionnaire 
translated into Bulgarian. Table 2 presents the results of the seven GEQ factors for the non-adaptive game 
and the adaptive game, namely mean (M), standard deviation (SD), and standard error (SE). The last column 
provides the statistical significance of the differences of the means of results for the non-adaptive and 
adaptive game obtained by a paired two-sided T-test. The results prove that even with a rather small number 
of participants (N=9) the differences of the means for immersion, flow, competence, tension, and challenge 
are statistically significant at values of p<0.01, and for the negative affect at p<0.001. The differences clearly 
show that the adaptive version of the game provides a better immersion, flow, tension, and challenge than the 
non-adaptive one. At the same time, in the non-adaptive version of the game the player feels more competent, 
which can be explained by the lower challenge of that version. As well, it appears somehow boring for the 
player bringing a higher negative affect than the adaptive one. 

Table 2. Results about the GEQ factors for the non-adaptive game and the adaptive game 

    Non-adaptive game   Adaptive game  

GEQ factor M SD SE M SD SE Significance 

Immersion 3.963 0.450 0.159 4.481 0.426 0.151 0.003306** 
Flow 3.089 0.880 0.311 3.978 0.769 0.272 0.002001** 
Competence 4.156 0.759 0.268 3.089 1.178 0.416 0.007449** 
Tension 1.489 0.390 0.138 2.689 0.971 0.343 0.005930** 
Challenge 3.133 0.542 0.191 4.178 0.607 0.215 0.004397** 
Positive affect 3.889 0.213 0.075 3.533 0.899 0.318 0.269346** 
Negative affect 1.844 0.409 0.144 1.333 0.313 0.111 0.000953** 

*  p<0.01 
** p<0.001 

5. CONCLUSION 

The paper presented an experimental study of a dynamic player-centric adaptation of both task difficulty and 
visual effects in a car driving video game, where the dynamic adjustment of difficulty and visual effects is 
based on changes of both player performance shown within the game session and the player arousal. The 
initial results are statistically significant and answered positively to the main research question of the study - 
the adaptive version of the game provides a better gaming experience than the non-adaptive one. 

The player arousal was inferred by a component named Real-Time Excitement Recognizer developed in 
the scope of the RAGE H2020 research project. The practical experiments proved that the effectiveness of 
the component, when applied for adaptive 3D video games, is high. Game developers can use arousal 
detection functionality in their games to support an adaptive gameplay and, thus, to enhance game 
playability. Thanks to its simple but effective API, the output from the component can be easily integrated 
into any digital game. On other hand, education specialists can track the learners’ arousal in order to assess 
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and to optimize learning experiences in a game. Thus, the component was proven to be easily applied in more 
complex online 3D entertainment video games in order to achieve an efficient player-centric adaptation 
similar to the experiments done in the scope of the ADAPTIMES project (Bontchev & Vassileva, 2017).  

Future experiments with the component will include a greater number of participants, different types of 
games (e.g., a box shooter game), usage of both tonic and phasic arousal of the individual player, and a 
bigger questionnaire extended with some questions asking about game playability issues. In such a way, we 
will be able to generalize the conclusions about the advantages and merits of player-centric affective video 
games. 
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